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the role of symbols and culture in society, all of which we 
feel are quite timely. We hope that the pieces included in 

this issue will spur good conversations and lively debate. 
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Friends, we are at a critical moment. This year has seen long-standing 
tensions across the country come to a head — in Black Lives Matter, the  
Fight for 15, the Sanders campaign, and more. Yale’s campus has prov-
en no exception; as the veneer cast over our university’s long history of 
injustice peels away, it is impossible to ignore the urgency of the time 
and space in which we find ourselves as leftists and as human beings.   

In light of recent events that have exposed the appalling reality of racism  
and marginalization at Yale, Margins stands in solidarity with the voices 
of students of color on our campus, particularly those of women. We 
cannot express any message of outrage, pain, or resilience more pow-
erfully than our classmates, colleagues, and friends have done already, 
nor can we more urgently emphasize the need for action on part of both 
Yale’s student body and its administration. The Christakis’ dismissal of 
marginalized identities and SAE’s racist, misogynistic door policies only 
hint at the underreported ways in which our community and culture 
perpetuate violence against our fellow students. 

For those who have not suffered in this way, complacency is unaccept-
able; to turn the other cheek is to be complicit. As a publication dedicated 
 to envisioning and realizing justice, Margins must explicitly address the 
historical structures of racial oppression that continue to plague our so-
ciety today. We recognize that we haven’t done enough in solidarity with 
our fellow students and affirm that, in the future, ours must be a platform  
for voices that have been silenced, as they have been and continue to be 
at Yale and everywhere. 

Margins supports Next Yale and looks forwards with love and soli-
darity to a brighter, more just university for all. In addition, we heartily 
recommend that all of our readers explore these issues more deeply by 
reading DOWN Magazine1, Yale’s publication for students of color.

On a national scale, Margins likewise seeks to dismantle the power-
ful structures of racial, patriarchal, and economic oppression that have  
undermined our society since its conception. We believe that our coun-
try is in dire need of deeply radical reform; we hardly expect Capitol  
Hill to agree, but we cannot ignore the critical stakes of the 2016 presiden-
tial election. While the Sanders campaign do not match the radicalism of 
Margins Board (much less its individual members!), his policies best re-
flect our values when compared to those of other Democratic candidates. 
      In his career as a public servant and in his campaign, Bernie Sanders has 
demonstrated his commitment to fighting Wall Street and corporations. 
He seeks to reinstate the Glass-Steagall Act and break up the big banks; 

Letter from the Staff

1. website: downatyale.com
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moreover, he promises to strengthen unions and reform the tax code, 
shifting economic power back to the working class. His commitment to 
expanding the social safety net — with policies that range from reforms 
in healthcare and child support to a $15/hour minimum wage and tu-
ition-free universities — will benefit every American. Furthermore, his 
plans to create a federal jobs program to fight climate change and re-
build our infrastructure hearken back to the success of the New Deal in 
addition to addressing some of the most challenging issues of our time.  
     Bernie also demonstrates a deep respect for democracy and a true 
concern for all Americans. His campaign does not accept donations 
from super-PACs or large corporations, and he has pledged to reform our 
corrupt electoral finance system by ending Citizens United and register-
ing all citizens to vote at the age 18. Moreover, he is deeply committed  
to prison and criminal justice reform, and he seeks to abolish for-profit 
prisons, legalize marijuana, and put an end to the disastrous War on 
Drugs. Together with activists from across the country, he has also de-
veloped a comprehensive agenda for confronting racism in all its insidi-
ous forms. Throughout his career he has served as a dedicated advocate 
for LGBTQ+ rights, reproductive rights, and equal pay for women. 

Finally, his foreign policy is far less hawkish than that of his predeces-
sors, and he is the only candidate to have demonstrated an opposition to  
the military-industrial complex.

For all of these reasons, Margins endorses Senator Bernie Sanders for  
president. We fully trust that he will work with principle and transpar-
ency to create a more just and democratic America.  

As a nation, a university, and individuals, we stand at a moment of im-
mense potential for change. The coming months will be filled with vital 
opportunities for community, conversation, and action. It will take every  
single body, every single voice, to build the movement we so desperately  
need — in classrooms, on the streets, and atop Capitol Hill itself. 

We can’t wait for you to write about it. But first, we’ll see you there.
  

In solidarity,
Margins Board
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Free speech does not — nor has it 
ever — existed in this country. Debates rage 
continuously, primarily on college cam-

puses, about the waning strength and viability of 
free speech. Liberals and conservatives alike lament 
restrictions on the ability to say whatever you want 
in almost all settings. We must defend racist or vio-
lent speech just as vigorously as we fight for our right to 
spread messages of equality and love. How else are we to 
achieve a truly free society? But this is an unrealistic 
method for achieving this goal of true freedom. 

Free 
Speech 
for Whom?

Ashesh Trivedi, BK ‘18
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And more illogical than unrealistic is the belief that 
in defending offensive views is where we defend free 
speech. Freedom of speech, as manifested in America, 
is supposed to be a universal defense of expression. 
But this isn’t the reality of “free” speech in America. 

There are several assumptions about society in the 
United States that form the basis for a defense
of free speech in America. Classical liberal ideal-
ism provides the foundation for these assumptions. 
The First Amendment guarantees that all American 
citizens can express their opinions as they so choose. 
But the core of truly free speech is that every person 
who is free to speak has the same capability of reach-
ing other persons as their peers. It is the latter of these 
assumptions that primarily contributes to the under-
lying inequality of speech in America. Free speech, in 
any manifestation, was never meant to allow people to 
yell into an empty forest unheard. This is a useless and 
unproductive act. The purpose of speech is to com-
municate with another. Speech isn’t speech if it’s an 
unnoticed and unregistered act. It requires a commu-
nity of people to convert it from thought to speech, 
and it’s in this conversion that speech becomes unfree.

The ability of every citizen in this idealized 
America of total free speech to reach other citizens, 
which is a fundamental aspect of speech, is distributed 
entirely unequally. It is based in further assumptions 
of equal economic and wealth distributions. And its 
largest fallacy is the belief that the government is at all 
levels an arbiter designed to ensure free speech. 

Now, I hope it is abundantly clear how absurd 
these assumptions are. At the most direct, income 
and wealth distributions in America are excessively 
unequal. And as a direct result of this, a supposedly 
neutral government disingenuously protects speech 
and expression while effectively manipulating the 
mechanisms of the state in the favor of the owners of 
substantial property. 

Any influential form of media is concentrated in 
the hands of large corporations, financial organiza-
tions, and other such entities which disseminate infor-
mation and control national conversations for a vested 
purpose. The Internet democratizes information and 
its spread, but the majority of information and media, 
even that found on the Internet, is still consumed from 
one of a few primary sources: newspaper publications, 

magazine articles, and television programs that are 
directly or indirectly controlled by a wealthy elite. 
To take part in the activity of producing consumable 
media, you must have substantial material wealth,  
capital, and productive capabilities. From this, the 
most charitable understanding of “free speech” can 
only be said to apply to those substantial media cap-
italists. These media capitalists instigate and direct 
national conversations and dialogue. Their views aren’t 
entirely homogeneous, but they do represent a cer-
tain bloc of beliefs. And because of this, only certain 
opinions, which find their support in one of these 
groups, find their expression in our media system. It is 
an absolutely free speech, but it is a free speech for a 
certain few. 

Yet, the majority of people in this country cannot 
indulge in the same freedom of speech. Freedom of 
speech necessarily rests upon an equal possibility 
of magnitude of people reached. My father can rail 
against Kanye as often as he wants, but if my mother 
and I have walked out and he is shouting for only his 
ears to hear, it cannot be misconstrued as an effective 
freedom of speech. It is only speech in the loosest and 
least defensible definition of speech. An empty audi-
ence surrounding his soapbox may be cathartic for 
him, but he is not indulging in his right to “freedom  
of speech.”

The ability of every citizen in this 
idealized America of total free speech 

to reach other citizens, which is a 
fundamental aspect of speech, is dis-
tributed entirely unequally. It is based 
in further assumptions of equal eco-

nomic and wealth distributions. 

But Ashesh, peaceful demonstrations, public 
forums, and so many other choices are left to buttress 
this “freedom of speech”! And these machineries cer-
tainly can help combat disenfranchisement of all kinds. 
But once vested interests face substantial threats of 
instability, these peaceful assemblies are converted, in 
the public dialogue that they control so powerfully, to 
public nuisances that must be immediately disbanded. 
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The various “neutral” limbs of government, in tandem 
with the mass media corporations make it their direc-
tive to end the demonstrations. If it appears that real 
economic and political leverage can be gained by the 
disadvantaged, the most propertied citizens and their 
mechanisms will see to their disbanding. 

We see no better example of this phenomenon than 
peaceful civil rights demonstrations in American his-
tory. Time and time again, the police and other weap-
ons of the executive branch are wielded to remove the 
masses from public spaces under the pretext of pre-
venting violence. In the name of a common peace and 
good, the space designated for expression has become 
a space reserved for silence. 

Where to turn for an attempt at massive cohesive 
communication? Public spaces have become unusable. 
Police brutality for generations, crowd control at any 
major gathering of dissatisfied citizens, and continued, 
only slightly-less-subtle segregation, make the mate-
rial conditions to realize free speech nearly impossible 
to come by. Private spaces require a certain material 
security from which free speech can arise and be dis-
seminated. Few in this silenced class own large enough 
material spaces close enough to other silenced citizens 
to express real concerns and demand equality in a 
way which will effect real change. So a public space 
becomes the only arena in which this speech can be 
made. A physical space, a communication space, and 
an ideological space are necessary for speech to  
be made. When these spaces are denied, free speech 
can’t exist. 

Attempts to exercise the promised right of free 
speech by those who need to use it the most are met 
with violent and overwhelming repression. The state 
will strike whomever it needs to with its violent means, 
as well as its parallel apparatus of the mass media, to 
support and defend the most financially powerful.

Speech isn’t a weapon by itself. But by virtue of 
social divisions along class, race, and wealth, speech 
has become weaponized. It is a tool of whomever has 
a monopoly on legalized violence: the state. It can be 
used to influence and dominate the ideology that citi-
zens live in. Free speech doesn’t exist. In a level 
environment, speech could arise equally from all, 
and be heard equally by all. But America is a harshly 
divided country. Wealth, race, and numerous other

A physical space, a communication 
space, and an ideological space 

are necessary for speech to be made. 
When these spaces are denied, 

free speech can’t exist. 

categories divide our country in ways that directly dic-
tate who is allowed to express themselves freely. Free 
speech in America is a fantastical ideal upon which 
liberals and conservatives can unite to defend a right 
they have weaponized. It’s another method of state 
control, one which all states must implement to ensure 
peace and safety for the class that the state serves. And 
until the state serves the working and laboring classes, 
which are the overwhelming majority of citizens in 
America and across the world, these classes will never 
have free speech. 

Only when reactionary and often violent speech is 
suppressed for the safety and well-being of marginal-
ized peoples does the question of free speech become 
one that mainstream commentators on both sides 
of the aisle defend to death. But it is the daily and 
constant suppression of speech across the country that 
goes unnoticed which should be analyzed. The lack of 
free expression by those who need it most is ignored. 
Freedom of speech doesn’t exist for the working 
classes; it exists only for those who control the state.
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DEAR 
BLACK 
MEN

Sergio Nazaire, SY ‘18

If you’re black, you know: you know that the America 
you live in is quite an interesting experience. If you’re 
anything but, especially white, assume that you can 
live your life with much less worry. But it’s okay, 
black men, there’s still hope for us. I’ve developed 
several strategies for living our lives so as to ensure 
our success and safety in the public social sphere and 
still allow us to embrace our blackness in private.
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DEAR 
BLACK 
MEN

PRESENCE 
Keep in mind that as you walk down 

the street, your presence will elicit 

very different responses from the 

white people in your general vicin-

ity. Additionally, the direction and 

speed at which you travel will have 

as much, if not more, of an effect on 

their response. Consider this situ-

ation in terms of a combination of 

several variables, the variables being 

blackness, direction, and speed at 

which you walk or run (I advise you, 

however, not to run — you may attract 

the attention of the men in blue). We 

define one’s blackness as how dark his 

skin is. Unfortunately, gentlemen, the 

darker you are, the tougher managing 

this situation is going to be. But that’s 

okay, there is plenty we can do to 

compensate! The key here is to always 

walk slowly and calmly, doing your 

best not to sway too much to one side 

or another. Like a T-Rex, those who 

fear you will be more prone to spotting 

you if you are in motion  — avoid fast, 

sudden movements.

Direction is defined as approaching 

or distancing — either from behind 

or in front. Your visibility to white 

people is an important component 

of your social success and safety, and 

as such it should always be main-

tained. Thus, the best options of foot 

travel are to walk in front of white 

people, and toward and past them 

without making eye contact. You 

must not, I repeat, do not approach 

white people from behind unless it 

is absolutely necessary. In the event 

of such an incident, you must make 

sure to make your strides fluid and 

calm, look up at all times, sing Justin 

Bieber, and smile so as to make clear 

that you are not a threat. It’s a simple 

concept, and you’re in control of 

the variables — once you master the 

techniques, you’re ready to go out into 

the world. 

Let’s chat a little about food. There 

is this “accepted truth” that all black 

people love any form of grape drinks, 

fried chicken, and watermelon. An 

important thing that one must keep in 

mind as well is that every stereotype 

is thought to be rooted in some truth. 

This is why we must take precaution-

ary measures to ensure that people do 

not assign these stereotypic labels — as 

true as they may be.

If someone offers you a cup of grape 

soda, politely say no and ask for some 

diet Coke. Black people never ask for 

diet anything, so this will really throw 

them off. If you are ever offered a slice 

of watermelon, respectfully decline 

and request some diced cantaloupe. 

This fruit is always served at high-

end gatherings along with triangu-

larly sliced cheese and cured meats. 

Naturally such a request would allow 

you to establish yourself, in the mind 

of all the white people around you, as 

an individual who would go to such 

gatherings, thus creating the illusion 

that you are less black than you really 

are. And most importantly, never go to 

a Kentucky Fried Chicken and never 

accept fried food, especially chicken, 

from anyone. A great evasion is to use 

the “healthy eater” excuse — make 

clear that you do not want to ingest 

the unnecessary saturated and trans 

fats from the oils used to fry the food. 

This always works because white 

people respect individuals who are 

health-conscious. If it has been some 

time since you indulged in your 

favorite meal however, it is always safe 

to say that you are having a cheat day. 

America loves the concept of a cheat 

day, and for many, cheat days are 

every day!

FASHION
Finally, let’s address dress. Black peo-

ple, unfortunately for you, America 

has several (if not plentiful) precon-

ceptions of you that are almost always 

applied in unison when this particular 

one is present: dressing “black.” Plain 

and simple, you must wear nothing 

but tailored suits, turtlenecks, and 

polished shoes, and wear any hairstyle 

that is not an afro or dreads — or else 

you run the risk of being considered 

what political correctness officials are 

now calling “a nigga.” To be seen as 

qualified to succeed, you must not 

wear your pants down low; you must 

keep your shirts fitted, not baggy; and 

you must walk like a white venture 

capitalist, what any motivational 

speaker would describe as: power, 

conviction, and class. If the following 

simple rule is followed — no Jordans, 

no bandanas, and no sports jer-

seys — you will be off to a magnificent 

first impression.

This rule is especially important, gen-

tlemen, remember — for some strange 

reason, like the others, it only applies 

to black men.

GASTRONOMY
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Crashing
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Henry Robinson, SM ’19

Symbols get up in our faces. Small insignias 
of privilege, ubiquitous brand logos, instantly 
recognizable images on flags — these are some 
of the most visceral, immediate media through 
which sociopolitical structures intrude on our 
consciousness. They are powerful tools for rec-
ognition and remembrance — manifestations of 
unfinished business, old wounds, and evils that 
will not die. 

In recent years, the American Left has 
started to pay a great deal of attention to  
symbol. New battlegrounds continue cropping 

up everywhere, from the nation’s currency to its 
public monuments to the names of its  
holidays. And Yale is not immune. Even before 
the incidents in Silliman and SAE, debate over 
the name of Calhoun College had grown so 
fierce as to attract administrative (and even 
national) attention, and forced many students to 
grapple with an aspect of their environment  
that they might otherwise have been quite 
content to ignore. Prominent student groups, 
including the Yale Daily News and Yale Political 
Union, fueled discussion and gave voice to siz-
able progressive contingents who wanted to see 
the name changed.

Back when I first wrote this piece in Octo-
ber, it was intended as a criticism of the Cal-
houn debate, which at the time was (I think 
it’s fair to say) the most widely-discussed racial 
issue on campus. Much of the discourse  
surrounding it seemed a little myopic, excluding 
issues like Yale’s investments in the  
prison-industrial complex; its failure, as New 
Haven’s largest employer, to address the city’s 
20 percent joblessness rate for people of color; 
and its inability to retain or build a diverse fac-
ulty. For an “open conversation” that purported 
to honestly address the university’s complicity 
in systemic oppression, the Calhoun debate 
seemed to do the opposite: to drown out more 
difficult, policy-heavy issues in favor of one that 
was digestible and easy to grasp.

But the Next Yale movement, by incorporat-
ing the college’s renaming into a much longer 
and more substantive list of policy prescriptions, 
has refused to let freestanding symbolic battles 
dominate. And in doing so, they have addressed 
two important pitfalls into which such battles 
can fall. I’ll still be using Rename Calhoun as 
an example here — not because I’ve been living 
under a rock for the past two months, but sim-
ply because it’s a debate I’ve experienced first-
hand.  This particular ship may have sailed, but 
I am willing to argue that the underlying issues 
remain relevant to the broader American Left.       

The first pitfall relates to what I mentioned 
above. Symbol politics seems to rely (at least 

ng symbols
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in part) on getting privileged people to recog-
nize that apparently innocuous features of everyday 
life — the name of a residential college, say — aren’t 
innocuous at all. This is incredibly valuable, especially 
given that oppressive structures are easy to ignore 
when you benefit from them. But symbolic activism 
runs into trouble when it assumes that acting upon 
that recognition in the most knee-jerk way possible is 
sufficient for the purposes of social justice. This over-
simplifies the issues at hand, distilling them down to 
one or two policy prescriptions that are easy to visual-
ize and don’t require too much specialized knowledge 
to argue for. As such, these movements can spread like 
wildfire across the internet, news media, and discus-
sion forums, obscuring all other debate.

This leads into the second pitfall. Social move-
ments that catch on quickly, demand minimal con-
crete change, and obscure other conversations can 
actually benefit the very institutions they criticize, 
diverting attention away from their more serious flaws. 
And it is very easy for those in power to leverage such 
discussions to fit their purposes. In his Freshman 
Address to the Class of 2019, President Salovey made 
what seemed like a groundbreaking move toward insti-
tutional transparency and self-examination: he encour-
aged an “open conversation” on campus about the 
name of Calhoun College, and acknowledged the debt 
Yale owes to the slaveholding societies of days past. 
This was in fact a brilliant, and calculated, bit of PR. 
It at once made Woodbridge Hall look good and got 
students talking about an issue on which it was easier 
for the administration to act than, say, Yale’s woefully 
underfunded cultural houses.      

The question thus arises: how can we talk about 
symbol, and change the symbols that adorn our  
environments, in a way that avoids the pitfalls outlined 
above? Obviously, one tactic lies in limiting the  
influence that power structures have over who talks 
about what, and when. But the principal solution may 
lie in how the issues are considered. Too often,  
initiatives for symbolic change are given political sup-
port structures that are all their own — the changing  
of a particular symbol becomes its own discrete  
movement, rather than being included as one of the 
many goals of a broader movement. When this  
happens, tunnel vision results.

This is a problem that Next Yale has (admi-
rably) resolved. But I would argue that it’s 
something to which other prominent symbolic move-
ments — Rename Columbus Day, Put a Woman on 
the $20 Bill, Take Down the Confederate Flag — are 
prone. If they’re divorced from a broader framework 
of actionable demands, these questions can wind up 
doing more harm than good. 
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What does “social democracy” mean to you, economically, 
politically, and culturally? What are the characteristics of the 
good life and the good society that you think the Left should 
be fighting to achieve for all?

I changed the description of my position from  
“socialism” to “social democracy” around 20 years ago. 
That reflected a view that the achievements of social 
democrats (and in the U.S., the New Deal) represent 
an approach to the good life in which everyone has 
sufficient security from unemployment, ill health, and 
poverty to enable them to lead full and flourishing lives. 
By contrast, ‘socialism’ embodies a disparate set of ideas, 
some of which I agree with and some not.

I see the task of the Left as revitalizing and broad-
ening the social democratic project. The ultimate good 
society would be one in which the slogan ‘from each 
according to his ability, to each according to his need’ 
was not only realized, but extended to women as well as 
men, and to the entire world, rather than to a few coun-
tries in the global North. 

That’s somewhat utopian, of course, but I believe 
that a utopian vision is a necessary and desirable part 

a n  i n t e r v i e w  w i t h 

John Quiggin
John Quiggin is an economics professor 
and Australian Research Council laureate 
fellow at the University of Queensland. He 
received first-class honors degrees in eco-
nomics and mathematics from Australian 
National University and his PhD from the 
University of New England. He writes reg-
ularly for Crooked Timber and a variety of 
newspapers and magazines, publishes and 
maintains a personal blog, and recently 
published Zombie Economics: How Dead 
Ideas Still Walk among Us (Princeton 
University Press, 2010). In addition to 
being an extraordinarily prolific researcher 
and explainer of economics from a social 
democratic perspective, he has served 
on the Australian government’s Board of 
the Climate Change Authority since 2012.   
The following interview was conducted via 
email and edited by Scott Remer (PC ’16).

QUIGGIN

MARGINS
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of a strategy that must inevitably focus mainly on 
day-to-day struggles. The idea of a guaranteed 
minimum income/universal basic income is one 
potential bridge between current policy debates 
and ultimate aspirations.1

MARGINS: How does the global warming crisis relate 
to your picture of the social democratic utopia?

QUIGGIN: Unlike many on the Left, and even 
more on the Right, I believe that global warming 
can be managed within the existing frameworks of 
capitalism. A combination of regulation, carbon 
taxes, and emissions trading would be sufficient 
to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations at 450 
ppm or even less without any significant impact on 
the economy as a whole.  

Politically, however, the fact that so much 
of the Right has adopted a denialist position, 
ultimately based on absurd conspiracy theories, 
has had two big effects. On the negative side, 
it has substantially slowed progress towards 

decarbonization and increased the risk of policy 
failure leading to dangerous climate change. On 
the positive side, it has accelerated the intellec-
tual breakdown of the Right and undermined the 
willingness of centrists and the media to assume a 
position of ‘false balance’ in debates over this and 
other issues.

MARGINS: What thinkers (and books) influenced 
your intellectual formation as an undergraduate?

QUIGGIN: I read very widely, but I can’t say 
that any one thinker was particularly influential. 
Rather, I was influenced by the intellectual envi-
ronment of the time, which was one of optimism 
and a belief that a better society was not only 
attainable but within our reach. Obviously, things 
didn’t turn out that way, but I remain convinced 
that the vision of that time was more realistic than 
the illusions fostered by the version of capitalism 
that emerged in the 1970s and has been dominated 
by the financial sector.

MARGINS        FALL 2015 
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1. A few links along these lines:
johnquiggin.com/2011/09/08/socialised-health-care-as-feasible-utopia-crosspost-from-ct/
crookedtimber.org/2010/12/15/realistic-utopianism-for-20-year-olds/
crookedtimber.org/2013/03/26/ubi-vs-gmi-utopia-vs-realism-or-just-different-packaging/
aeon.co/magazine/society/john-quiggin-keynesian-utopiav1/

MARGINS: Did you always know you wanted to be 
an economist and professor? How did you decide what 
to do with your life?

QUIGGIN: I always wanted to be a professor, but 
for a long time, I wanted to be a mathematician, 
and [I] did my first degree mainly in math, with 
economics on the side. There weren’t many jobs 
for mathematicians when I finished my under-
graduate degree, so instead of going to graduate 
school, I took a job in the civil service and contin-
ued my studies in economics. This was the time of 
economic crisis in the 1970s and the resurgence 
of the free-market right. I became convinced that 
economics was where I could do the most good. 

MARGINS: Do you have any advice for students 
trying to figure out how best to change the world?

QUIGGIN: I learned economics in a hardline 
“Chicago school” department, which challenged 
all my beliefs about how the world worked and 
should work. This forced me to think deeply about 
what I believed and why and to not be satisfied 
with easy responses to the arguments of the politi-
cal right. It’s important to understand those argu-
ments and to confront them in the strongest form 
you can. Only then is it possible to work towards a 
coherent alternative.

MARGINS: What gives you hope for the future?

QUIGGIN: The failure of what I’ve called mar-
ket liberalism (aka neoliberalism, the Washington 
Consensus, and so on) has been obvious since the 
Global Financial Crisis and is now making itself 
felt in political debate. The facts about growing 

concentration of wealth, stagnating incomes for 
large sections of the population, inequality of 
opportunity, and so on have been known to econ-
omists and social scientists for a long time, but are 
only now becoming undeniable in public debate.

MARGINS: What event or set of events do you  
think will be necessary to catalyze a complete 
paradigm shift away from neoliberalism and towards  
social democracy?

QUIGGIN: I see the U.S. as the most promising 
location for such a shift. It will require a general 
recognition that the current system offers neither a 
just distribution of income nor equal opportunity 
to do well, but is rather entrenching a hereditary 
elite while impoverishing the bulk of the popula-
tion. The debate on this point has shifted mark-
edly in the last few years. When I wrote Zombie 
Economics in 2009 and 2010, the facts were recog-
nized by social scientists, but political discussion 
proceeded as if the “American Dream” were alive 
and well. 

Now the fact that the system is rigged in favor 
of the wealthy and the financial sector is generally 
recognized. However, this fact has not sunk in 
sufficiently to overcome the longstanding power of 
rhetoric designed to turn the middle class against 
low-wage workers and workers in general against 
the poor and unemployed. I hope that steady rep-
etition of the facts combined with the inevitable 
exposure of yet more wrongdoing by the financial 
sector will produce a gradual shift to the left.

AN INTERVIEW WITH JOHN QUIGGINMARGINS        FALL 2015 
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K
esha and Janelle Monáe 
perhaps aren’t the first 
people you’d think of 
when asked to name great 

anti-capitalist singers. Pete Seeger, yes; 
Woody Guthrie, yes; Paul Robeson, yes; 
maybe Billy Bragg, if you’re into sing-
ers from across the pond…but probably 
not two current musical celebrities with 
millions of fans and a reputation for 
danceable pop hits. Despite not being male 
socialist activists like many previous musi-
cal critics of capitalism, I think that both 
women do an excellent job of using their 
music to attack the status quo, promote 
progressive messages, and call for a revolu-
tion in cultural values. It’s true that Kesha 
once stylized her name as Ke$ha, but the 
substitution of a dollar sign for the S in 
her name was an ironic gesture intended 
to call attention to the crassness and 
inherent ridiculousness of using money to 
measure one’s worth. It’s also true that the 
capitalist media that Kesha and Monáe 
use to produce their music limits their 
freedom to be anti-capitalist, although to 
varying degrees and for different reasons. 
Nonetheless, if we look at Kesha’s hit 
“Sleazy” (2010) and Janelle Monáe’s more 
recent pieces “Dance Apocalyptic” (2013) 

and “Q.U.E.E.N.” (2013), we find strong 
critiques of austerity, materialism, and 
sexual conservatism embedded in the lyr-
ics. In particular, “Q.U.E.E.N.” masterfully 
addresses questions of race, class,  
and sexuality.

Before we examine the songs’ lyrics 
in earnest, it’s worth pointing out that, 
in spite of their current wealth and social 
status, neither Janelle nor Kesha are 
particularly improbable standard-bearers 
for leftism. Both artists come from low-
er-class families. Kesha was born in LA 
to an impoverished single mother, and 
her family relied on welfare payments and 
food stamps to get by. Janelle’s mother was 
a janitor, her father was a truck driver, and 
her stepfather was a post office worker. 
Janelle wears uniforms in her videos as a 
tribute to her parents’ proletarian status, 
“to pay homage to the working man and 
woman,” as she said in a London Evening 
Standard interview, and she identifies 
strongly with her Kansas City work-
ing-class roots. 

Given all this, let’s take a look at 
“Sleazy” and its critique of materialism. 
The speaker of the song is addressing a 
rich man who’s interested in her and is 
apparently trying to use his wealth to 

Reading Some Pop Songs of the Great Recession
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seduce her. In the first stanza, she rejects his mate-
rialistic tac-tics in no uncertain terms: “I don’t need 
you or your brand new Benz / Or your bougie friends 
/ I don’t need love lookin’ like diamonds / Lookin’ like 
diamonds.” Kesha uses a “brand new Benz” and “dia-
monds” here as class signifiers, and she explicitly uses 
Marxist terminology when she derogatorily calls him 
and his friends “bougie” (bour-geois).

In the second stanza, she intensifies this critique, 
declaring, “You can’t imagine the immensity of the 
fucks I’m not / Giving about your money and man-
servant at the mansion you live in / And I don’t want 
to go places where all my ladies can’t get in / Just 
grab a bottle, some boys, and let’s take it back to my 
basement and get sleazy.” The man’s alliterative triplet 
of money, a manservant, and a mansion do nothing 
for Kesha; their implicit exclusivity turns her off. She 
prizes solidarity with her friends over the emptiness of 
conspicuous consumption. As she sees it, enjoyment 
doesn’t require a lavish McMansion or an expensive 
bottle of cognac; all she needs is friendship, alcohol, 
and possibly sex. Kesha’s vision may be hedonistic, 
but it’s more egalitarian and inclusive. The focus is on 
being social.

The third stanza makes this contrast even clearer. 
Kesha directly addresses the rich man, saying can-
didly, “I don’t mean to critique on your seduction 
technique / But your money’s not impressing me, it’s 
kinda weak / That you really think you’re gonna get my 
rocks off / Get my top and socks off by showing me 
the dollars in your drop-box.” She isn’t naïve. She sees 
quite clearly that this would-be Lothario — probably a 
businessman or banker used to the transactional logic 
of capitalism — thinks that he can exchange his money 
for sexual gratification. Her tone mercilessly mocks 
this utilitarian equation. Certain things simply aren’t 
for sale.

The final stanza summarizes everything that pre-
ceded it and traces a frugality-based challenge to cap-
italism’s ethos of profligacy. As Kesha sings: “Me and 
all my friends, we don’t buy bottles we bring ‘em / We 
take the drinks from the tables when you get up and 
leave ‘em / And I don’t care if you stare and you call us 
scummy / ‘Cause we ain’t after your affection and sure 
as hell not your money, honey.” Instead of incessantly 
buying alcohol, she and her friends buy into the old 

saying ‘Waste not, want not.’ Kesha ignores the drive 
to conform and the classist snobbery that’s the price 
of nonconformity, and she finds pride in defying this 
rich man’s expectations and his offer to reward her 
for serving him. Kesha’s call to “get sleazy” is a joy-
ous embrace of proletarian values and practices in the 
face of a media complex that trumpets Wall Streeters’ 
praises at every opportunity.

Kesha’s release of “Sleazy” was a general reaction 
to the broad, long-term trend towards money worship 
in pop culture, but both of Janelle’s songs are direct 
responses to austerity and the political and economic 
conditions of the Great Recession. The title of “Dance 
Apocalyptic” is telling. Janelle’s choice of title puts 
me in mind of cultural critic Fredric Jameson’s quip 
that “it is easier to imagine the end of the world than 
to imagine the end of capitalism.” She imagines the 
end of the world as a vehicle for criticizing the present, 
although she doesn’t spell out an alternative to our 
current economic system. 

“Dance Apocalyptic” contains a strong critique of
mindless consumerism. Monáe satirizes people’s 
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knee-jerk tendency to regard credit cards as pieces of 
magical plastic most clearly in an early stanza: “You 
bought a house! / But I’m allergic to the house pets / 
Credit cards! / They bought a new wife / For a shiny 
little lonely man.” Her exclamation marks mock peo-
ple’s tendency to view houses and credit cards as pan-
aceas, and the way that she follows the exclamations 
with a practical consideration (“But I’m allergic to the 
house pets”) or an illustration of the absurd extremes 
to which credit card reliance can be taken (“They 
bought a new wife / For a shiny little lonely man”) 
subverts faith in the blind consumerism encouraged 
by advertisers and banksters. Another salvo against 
credit cards and the heaps of debt they spawn comes 
when Monáe juxtaposes them with the parlous finan-
cial situation of most Americans during and post-cri-
sis: “Credit card / You’re working 9 to 5 / Just to make 
enough to pay your rent.”

In other parts of “Dance Apocalyptic” and 
“Q.U.E.E.N.,” Monáe blasts rising inequality, the 
elite’s excuses for austerity, and the intersection of 
capitalism and racism. She plays with the pundits’ 
oft-heard claim that everyone should bear the burden 
of the 2008 financial crisis (despite Wall Street’s clear 
guilt) and flips it on its head, singing, “You’re asking 
why / The pain is always equal / But the joy just never 
spreads around.” In “Q.U.E.E.N.,” she seamlessly 
blends a critique of racism, capitalist exploitation, and 
reactionary dog-whistle attacks on the welfare state, 
asking, “Are we a lost generation of our people? / 
Add us to equations, but they’ll never make us equal. 
/ She who writes the movie owns the script and the 
sequel. / So why ain’t the stealing of my rights made 
illegal? / They keep us underground working hard 
for the greedy, / But when it’s time to pay they turn 
around and call us needy.” Why this critique? Monáe’s 
ultimate goal, as she puts it, is to “free Kansas City,” 
where Kansas City, her hometown, stands in for the 
working-class America being beaten down by  
the corporations.

Monáe isn’t just content with liberating people 
economically. Another important component of her 
work is her call for sexual liberation. A few lines from 
“Dance Apocalyptic” illustrate her mission of under-
mining gender stereotypes and sexual boundaries —  
the song’s audience is described as engaging in the 

subversive acts of “[s]mokin’ in the girls’ room” and 
“[k]issin’ friends.” The title of “Q.U.E.E.N.” appears 
to allude to the queens so prominent in the LGBTQ 

community. Numerous parts of the song itself suggest 
that Monáe is intent on taking aim at heteronormativ-
ity. Monáe proudly admits to “act[ing] the fool” and 
“break[ing] all your rules now.” She unhesitatingly 
rejects societal constraints and prescriptions. Instead 
of “eat[ing] cake,” she and her girlfriends “eat wings 
and throw them bones on the ground.” In response 
to society’s questions — “Is it peculiar that she twerk 
in the mirror? / And am I weird to dance alone late at 
night? / And is it true we’re all insane?” — she responds 
nonchalantly: “I just tell ‘em, ‘No we ain’t’ and get 
down.” Attempts to label her “weird” or “a freak” meet 
with a debonair shrug; she repeatedly asks whether 
she’s “a freak” but seems unperturbed by the possibil-
ity that the answer is yes.

Monáe’s general attitude of unabashed defiance 
and the unapologetic pride she takes in being different 
are familiar to those of us in the queer community, but 
later stanzas of “Q.U.E.E.N.” become more explicitly 
about homosexuality. Two stanzas in particular illus-
trate the song’s connection to queerness and Monáe’s 
fears, seemingly religion-related, of being gay:

Her resolution of these fears is refreshingly straight-
forward. Rather than attempting the impossible feat of 
“reprogram[ming] the programming,” she embraces 
her sexuality in all of its complexity and accepts her 
affinity for women. As she declares, in an implicit 
invitation for her listeners to do the same, “Even if it 
makes other uncomfortable / I will love who I am.” At 
the end of the song, she reaffirms this commitment to 
not being pinned down, declaring, “Categorize me, I 
defy every label.”

This full-throated avowal of sexuality in all its vari-
ety reflects the very positive shifts that have occurred 
in the American cultural landscape over the past 

Hey, brother, can you save my soul from the devil? 
Say, is it weird to like the way she wear her tights? 
And is it rude to wear my shades? 
Am I a freak because I love watching Mary? (Maybe)
Hey, sister, am I good enough for your heaven? 
Say, will your God accept me in my black and white? 
Will he approve the way I’m made? 
Or should I reprogram the programming and get down?
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decade, but there’s still something very daring about 
Monáe’s songs. In “Dance Apocalyptic,” she addresses 
the audience and asks: “But I need to know / If the 
world says it’s time to go / Tell me, will you break out?” 
The phrase “break[ing] out” recurs many times with 
a positive connotation, as when Monáe applauds her 
audience by saying, “You’re not afraid to break out.” 
 To “break out” is to imagine a new beginning, to 
smash the narrow confines of the past. In short, it is 
a revolutionary act. This is confirmed by Monáe’s 
ecstatic refrain: “Smash, smash, bang, bang / Don’t 
stop! / Chalanga–langa–lang!” 

Similarly, although perhaps more obviously, the 
ending of “Q.U.E.E.N.” calls for transformative, revo-
lutionary action. Monáe doubles down on a politics of 
hope, feminism, and radical activism in an age of fear 
and endless distractions, challenging us all (especially 
women) when she sings:

In the introduction to the music video, the narrator 
describes “Q.U.E.E.N.” as being part of a “freedom 
movement.” That’s definitely true for “Q.U.E.E.N.,” but 
it’s just as true for “Dance Apocalyptic” and “Sleazy.”  
All of these songs, taken together, point us towards a 
future where conformity, consumerism, materialism, 
and heterosexism have made way for true human 
flourishing. The airwaves are alive with revolutionary 
energy. Will we answer the call?

 

March to the streets, ‘cause I’m willing and I’m able…
And while you’re selling dope, 

we’re gonna keep selling hope 
We rising up now, you gotta deal, you gotta cope 
Will you be electric sheep? 
Electric ladies, will you sleep? 
Or will you preach?
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I
n the wake of the celebrations on 
June 26, 2015, I saw countless arti-
cles and Facebook posts about how 
although same-sex marriage was now 

legal across the United States, the fight was 
far from over. Same-sex marriage, though 
touted as one of the largest barriers fac-
ing LGBTQIA+ people, does not address 
issues such as employment discrimina-
tion, housing discrimination, bullying in 
schools, access to hormones and surgery 
for trans*people who wish to transition, 
and queer youth homelessness, to name a 
few. I saw articles discussing these issues, 
and while I was happy to see that people 
were aware of the great challenges still 
facing the queer community and the United 
States at large, most of these articles and 
posts did not mention any course of action. 

Activism in a 
Post-DOMA 
United States
Hannah Friedman, SY ‘17
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Awareness is an important first step, but concrete 
action needs to follow. Furthermore, while the queer 
community fights for true equality, it must ask itself 
what issues are worth pursuing, and to what end. 
There are many questions to reflect upon, such as to 
what extent is complete integration into mainstream, 
non-queer society desirable? And how should  
spaces for queer people be delineated? What problems 
are most pressing right now? These answers likely 
differ for each individual, but policy is not created for 
the individual. 

To begin understanding where national queer 
activism currently stands, an overview of the major 
activist organizations serves as a good starting place. 
The Human Rights Campaign, one of the largest and 
most conservative of these organizations, covers a 

broad range of issues in its work. It provides 
resources related to coming out, healthcare (particu-
larly HIV/AIDS), fighting discrimination, and trans* 
specific issues. In the past, it has lobbied for the pas-
sage of the Matthew Shepard and James Byrd, Jr. Hate 
Crimes Prevention Act, which expanded the definition 
of hate crimes to include those motivated by prejudice 
against gender identity and sexual orientation. While 
the work the organization has done in the past is good, 
it has also drawn criticism for giving high “equality 
ratings” to companies with suspect morals, such as 
Monsanto, Goldman Sachs, and Wells Fargo, whose 
policies and actions have caused tremendous harm 
to people queer and non-queer alike. Others criti-
cize the organization for focusing too much on issues 
prioritized by the privileged segments — read: white, 
wealthy, cisgender, male — of the queer community. 

It is understandable that these national organi-
zations often feel divorced from the average queer 

person who is not devoting their life to activism. 
Beyond simply donating money (the easiest way to 
become a member of any of these organizations) or 
maybe signing a petition, in order to become a really 
participate you must employed by them. Furthermore, 
since they are national organizations, they deal broadly 
with a wide array of subjects rather than specifically 
focusing on certain pressing issues. National organi-
zations such as the National LGBT Task Force often 
have more broad policy goals, and the Task Force in 
particular presents studies that examine the effects and 
existence of discrimination in all acts of life. However, 
it still receives sponsorship from similar companies 
like Wells Fargo, Comcast, and Hilton, and those who 
are involved in the activism directly are usually interns 
or employees of the organization itself.

One of the unique challenges of activism in the 
United States is the importance of state law. In  
the United States, each state has a great deal of power 
to enact its own legislation, set its own boundaries, 
and in some cases, choose which federal programs 
to participate in. The result of this independence 
is a hodgepodge of laws and regulations that differ 
vastly by state. These different regulations and laws 
can create vastly different experiences for residents 
of Massachusetts and residents of Mississippi, who 
have unequal access to healthcare and to education. 
Much legislation is even passed on a smaller scale in 
counties, cities and towns. What is legal in one part 
of the country may not be legal in the next state over 
or even the next county over. This uneven assembly 
of laws makes activism not only more complicated 
but also more important at the local level. In the 
case of LGBTQ+ rights, often specific towns will pass 
their own anti-discrimination laws even without any 

While the work [HRC] has done in the past is good, 
it has also drawn criticism for giving high “equality 
ratings” to companies with suspect morals, such as 
Monsanto, Goldman Sachs, and Wells Fargo, whose 
policies and actions have caused tremendous harm 

to people queer and non-queer alike. 
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such law at the state level. These laws can profoundly 
impact the people living within that particular area, 
and often it is more feasible to approach activism 
locally, one city at a time, because a city or a town is 
easier to convince than an entire state.

In response, many grassroots organizations with 
more specific goals and audiences now exist. These 
organization which often work on a state by state or 
even community by community basis do not have the 
resources to spread themselves out so thinly, so often 
they must pick and choose which battles to fight. The 
ultimate result of this approach is to create a more 
concrete, directed organization that focuses on one or 
two issues or a single community and often depends 
more heavily on the groundwork of the activists. The 
work done by national organizations is also import-
ant, because eventually policy and legislation should 
reach the federal level, and the resources necessary 
for research are often not available to smaller groups. 
However, most LGBTQ+ individuals will never directly  
interact with the HRC, and their work occurs primarily 
at the local level. 

Grassroots activism and organizations also require 
active participation from their members, who are 
usually much smaller in number than members of 
national organizations. That means time and effort 
and perhaps some money, although much can be 
done by individuals without much in the way of 
financial resources. In this way, it is more reflective of 
the LGBTQ community, whose own experiences are 
individual and highly dependent on place. As with 
all movements, individual members have their own 
agendas and priorities, and these can be much more 
reflected in local movements where one voice weighs 
more heavily and where resources can be targeted to 
those directly in need in a specific area. For exam-
ple, the Triangle Community Center in Fairfield, CT 
provides support, programs and community for those 
in Fairfield, Litchfield, and New Haven counties. In 

October of this year, they were present at a town hall 
meeting discussing the situation and needs of trans* 
people. While the audience of a town hall is much 
smaller than the audience of a courtroom or of a large 
pride march, the potential for effective local change 
is still quite present, and local support can show 
LGBTQ+ people that broader community support 
exists. In modern times where national support for 
LGBTQ individuals is very high in comparison to 
support only twenty or thirty years ago, addressing 
disparities in the support certain communities provide 
is vital for those who most need immediate accep-
tance from those around them and not just from “the 
nation” and national organizations. Activism does not 
need to come in the form of marches, protests, and 
rallies. It can also appear in small gatherings, high 
school Gay-Straight Alliances, and in organizations 
that provide resources to those with HIV/AIDS. It 
appears in town halls and school boards and places of 
worship. This is the activism necessary for the every-
day lives of people who will never be a member of the 
HRC or the Taskforce, but who can still contribute 
much with their voices.

References
1. truth-out.org/news/item/28430-human-rights-campaign-under-fire-in-lgbt-community 
2. greenwichtime.com/news/article/community-told-to-accept-and-support-at-6569502.php
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P ope Francis’ visit to the 
United States was met with 
fanfare, an emotional John 
Boehner, and thousands try-

ing to see his motorcade in the streets 
of New York, Philadelphia, and Wash- 
ington. He is praised by a number of 
liberals and shunned by some con-
servatives for being a progressive, 
even socialist, figure. His speech before 
 the United States Congress provides 
a glimpse at his thoughts on several 
leftist causes. Many of his positions 
took an arguably progressive stance: 
for instance, he decried the irrespon-
sibility of income inequality, armed 
conflict, and climate change, while 
arguing for a more loving, inclusive 
treatment of the LGBTQ+ commu-
nity. His passion made it clear that 
he is willing to take a strong position 
on these global issues. Pope Francis 
recognizes the challenges these mat-
ters present to diversity and inclu-
sion within the Church. As such he 

can address these issues, however, we 
must still remember that His Holiness 
still represents an institution that is 
inherently conservative in its action.  

M any of the ideas and prin-
ciples that Pope Francis 
discussed are at odds with 
the hardline elements of  

the church. His rather narrow embrace 
of same-sex couples and measures to  
prevent the automatic excommunica-
tion of women who have had abortions 
have been met with harsh criticism.  
Some have gone so far as to accuse 
the pope of fundamentally changing 
the teachings of the Church. Cardinal 
Raymond Burke, the former prefect 
of the church’s highest ecclesiastical 
court, told media that he would resist 
the liberal changes of Pope Francis. He  
remarked, according to the Washington  
Post, that papal power “is not absolute” 
and “The pope does not have the power 
to change teaching [or] doctrine,” 

A Socialist Pope?
Nicholas Girard, ES ’19
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calling into question Pope Francis’  
power in “loosing” religious practices  
and his wider role as a de facto defin-
ing force of the Church’s upheld 
beliefs. Though the Church and any 
of its leaders cannot change doc-
trine, there is no denying that the 
Catholic Church of today is quite 
different from its earlier days. And 
yet Cardinal Burke seems to deny 
Pope Francis’ role and do so in a 
public and antagonistic manner. So 
much for turn the other cheek. The 
reality of Pope Francis’ position is 
that he leads an institution fiercely 
devoted to tradition and the author-
ity of scripture. This inflexibility is not  
contrary to religion’s purpose: indeed, 
religious doctrine must have some 
element of conservatism. Adherence  
to tradition and practice is the defining 
aspect of religion, and such a system 
is not always the most adaptable to  
social change. Nevertheless, it is clear 
that there is a continuing culture war 
between the papacy and the institution 
of power that governs the Church. It 
has gotten to the point that inflexible 
hierarchyhas translated into a distance  
from the actual, everyday challenges  
that millions of people face each day. 
PopeFrancis — the Argentinian chem-
ical technician and nightclub bouncer 
turned religious leader — is not here 
to destroy religion, shred holy scrip-
ture, or uproot the meaning of faith. It 
seems his purpose is to bring the reli-
gious institution he represents back 
to being cognizant of its followers and 
being a responsible, morally justified, 
leading force in the world that pro-
motes the true message of its prac-
tice. I believe Pope Francis wants to  
see peace, not poverty, and compassion 
rather than bigotry. Being responsible 

for the Catholic Church’s ministration  
to Catholic souls around the world is  
obviously no small feat as one of the  
largest religious institutions. Pope  
Francisis not a liberal, or a socialist, 
or a heretic to the traditional prac-
tices of the Church. He is a leader 
with a respect towards his religion’s 
principles of empathy and respect.  

P erhaps the greater question 
has not been broached. Does 
the pope transcend political 
discourse? Is it fair for him to 

be labeled liberal or conservative? It 
seems that we as individuals and the 
media often interpret religion in terms 
of politics. This blindness in our inter-
pretation, however, misses the actual 
significance of Francis’ discussion. It 
seems that the most radical thing he 
does is show compassion regardless 
of whether he disagrees with princi-
ples or actions, which is a sentiment 
that continues to grow apolitical. His 
intention seems to be less about par-
tisan posturing and more about aug-
menting this narrative of inclusion. 
Simply interpreting this as a liberal 
or leftist narrative fundamentally dis-
misses his purpose. Every time Pope 
Francis is placed into a political camp, 
it skews the world’s understandings of 
his true views and shuns his position 
as a religious leader. 
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G
rowing up, the discovery of atheism was one of the defining 
points in my development as a leftist. Stumbling upon var-
ious writings by the New Atheists — Richard Dawkins and 
Christopher Hitchens in particular — I found myself enamored 

by their defiance in the face of centuries-old religious power structures. 
Critiques of religion promised to liberate the masses from the stranglehold 
of ignorance. It challenged the dogmatic ideologies that have justified some 
of history’s most egregious crimes, including the Crusades, colonialism, 
slavery, and more. Atheism, as opposed to religion, prided itself in a tradi-
tion opposed to coercion and dedicated to the rational. It revolutionarily 
placed people at the center of moral structures, rather than some external 
and omnipotent being who escapes the faculties of intellectual engagement. 
I understood Atheism as the much-needed rehab for the masses’ debilitating 
addiction to the opiate of religion.

However, I’ve come to think that the leftist atheist does herself a disser-
vice by wholeheartedly rejecting the institution of organized religion. It is 
easy to regard these structures as antiquated and oppressive, but one should 
not forget the central role that they play in the lives of billions of people on 
this planet today. A leftist movement based in subverting potential followers’ 
spiritual infrastructure will simultaneously divide the masses and deny itself 
the unique resources that organized religion has to offer. While leftist efforts 
towards social and economic justice should not necessarily define them-
selves as religious endeavors, radical political movements should nonetheless 
embrace organized religion in their charge towards progress.

A quick clarifier: for the purposes of this article, my discussion of religion 
specifically refers to organized structures that institutionally establish moral 
and metaphysical beliefs and manage rituals related to the spiritual realm. I 
am concerned with the social and political implications of religious institu-
tions, rather than the veracity of their claims to theism and supernaturalism. 
Questions of the Absolute have challenged spiritual thinkers for millennia, 
and it is not the intention of this article to try to settle them.

A Leftist Defense 
of Religion

Joseph Haberman, MC ’17
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One of the most notable characteris-
tics of religion is its centrality in the lives 
of its adherents. Through the legacy of 
scripture and the authority of ecclesias-
tical figures, religion presents a moral 
framework for the proper life. Such insti-
tutions provide legitimacy and weight 
behind normative teachings. Progressive 
ideals of social justice and collective 
action can take on a new force when 
intertwined with the wide-reaching  
apparatuses of organized religion. This 
is not to argue that secularism does not 
offer a legitimate and sound path to 
moralities of justice, but thousands of 
years of institutional structures may give 
established religions a leg up in leading 
the march (or at least playing a major 
role in said march).

Leftists should look to the trans-
formative legacies of past political 
movements that have fought for justice 
from spiritual foundations. There is no 
shortage of historical examples of reli-
gion’s transformative potential, but one 
that particularly stands out is Liberation 
Theology of 20th-century Latin 
America. This ideology, integral in the 
region’s anti-colonial and anti-capitalist 
struggles, embraced the philosophical 
and institutional underpinnings of the 
Catholic Church as a means for 

radical action. It gave 
a spiritual vocabulary 
to political protest and 
elevated the legitimacy 
and influence of those 
fighting gross violations of 
human rights. Its leaders 
and adherents understood 
the social role of religion 
and its importance in the 
formation of a  
popular revolution. 

The influence of religion can be 
used both for good and for bad. But 
regardless of the net value of historical 
precedents, the absolute influence of 
organized religion is undeniable. Rather 
than arguing that organized religion 
has always been good, it is important 
to recognize these structures’ inherent 
resources inherent that could be manip-
ulated and utilized for good. A leftist 
celebration of religion does not mean 
accepting the totality of contemporary 
religious ideologies, but rather embrac-
ing the institutional tools for translating 
them into action.

In a world in which organized reli-
gion plays as major role as it does today, 
a politically radical adherent to faith 
can be more threatening to the status 
quo than a radical atheist. Whereas the 
extreme materialist proposes a sweeping 
rejection of anachronistic superstitions 
and structures, the religious radical 
does not ostensibly pose as dire a threat 
to the existing order of things. However, 
the latter’s transgressive potential lies 
precisely in the fact that she maintains 
the vocabulary and infrastructure of the 
status quo (i.e., the language of faith) 
in her efforts to effect change. Society’s 
unequal power structures can more 
easily protect themselves from external 
ideological threats by appealing to  
tradition and rallying collective con-
demnation against malicious apostates. 
But when the subversive ideas develop 
from within the existing structures, a 
similar call to arms is more likely to 
cause an internal rupture by turning the 
system against itself. This leaves open 
the way to radical progress.

Progressive ideals of  
social justice and 
collective action can 
take on a new force 
when intertwined with  
the wide-reaching 
apparatuses of orga-
nized religion.
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F
our years ago, I went on a week-long trail 
crew in the White Mountains of New 
Hampshire. We were clearing a path through 
a beech stand when someone mentioned the 

Appalachian Mountain Club’s Huts, a group of eight 
high-end shelters on the Appalachian Trail run by the 
AMC, an outdoors organization responsible for main-
taining most of the trails in the White Mountains. The 
group’s leader, a loud, dreadlocked, slightly hungover 
man named Crazy Ed, immediately shouted, “Do you 
know how I feel about the huts? Do you know that 
Talking Heads song? The one that goes duh duh duh 
duh burning down the huts!”

This was not the last time I heard someone bad-
mouth the huts, but I had never heard anything  
bad about them before. I had only stayed in one once, 
and I thought it was nice. Throughout the summer, 
you hike up and stay there overnight, breakfast and 
dinner provided. It’s like camping, but without actu-
ally camping. Of course, once you remove the “sleep-
ing outside” part from camping and let people stay in 
a bed and breakfast instead, the whole point of  
camping — to remove yourself from your normal 
life — has been corrupted. 

Recently, the AMC announced plans to build a  
new hut, the first in around 50 years, a nakedly  
profit-driven gesture from a supposedly non-profit 
organization. They are defacing public lands (besides 
the hut, they plan to build a 50-lot parking lot) in 
order to build what is essentially a hotel that, at $150 
a night, is inaccessible for plenty of people. Instead 
of opening up the outdoors, the AMC is helping keep 
it a space for those with large disposable incomes 
only. The AMC defends the hut as an opportunity to 
introduce people who would not normally go hiking 
to the outdoors. According to them, people will do the 
mile or so hike to the hut, stay over and the next day, 

while eating their bran muffin, decide that they might 
go to one of the higher huts next time. Eventually, they 
might even pack their own lunch! 

Essentially, the AMC is injecting class stratification 
into the wilderness, a place that one hopes would be 
free of the capitalist constructs that restrict life out-
side of it. The wilderness should be a place where, to 
paraphrase Marx, people can hike in the day, set up 
camp in the evening, and reflect after dinner, without 
having to pay much of anything. This is not to say that 
everyone who goes outside should do so in the most 
Spartan way possible. Thoreau walked to town for 
lunch (and this summer I spilled soft serve ice cream 
on his cabin), after all. But if you try to live in luxury 
in nature (see: glamping), you not only restrict nature 
to the more affluent, you also restrict yourself from 
ever leaving your role in the modern capitalist system. 

This problem extends beyond camping. In daily 
life, we confine ourselves to only interacting with 
certain spaces. How many Yale students, for example, 
interact with any part of New Haven further than a 
few blocks away? Most of the world is erased, wiped 
out, ignored in our minds. We do not just mentally 
ignore these spaces, as they cease to physically exist  
for us. They are just blank spaces on a map.  If we keep  
these spaces blank, we cannot feel solidarity with  
those that inhabit them. Our own lives then imprison 
us within our own privileges and stratifications.  
If we allow the wilderness to be cut up and stratified 
like the rest of our life is, we lose a way out of this 
prison. A wilderness that is open to all is necessary 
because it creates a space where one can, just for a day, 
step outside of the confinements that the capitalist 
system creates. 

 Burning Down       the Huts
     Isaac Kirk-Davidoff, JE ‘18 
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 a n  i n t e r v i e w  w i t h 

Bhaskar
Sunkara

Bhaskar Sunkara is the founder and publisher 
of Jacobin magazine, one of the leading 
American socialist magazines (with a circu- 
lation of over 10,000 subscribers and 600,000 
web viewers monthly). He’s a graduate of 
George Washington University. In addition 
to editing for Jacobin, he has written for 
The Nation and Vice magazine. Most 
impressive of all, he’s only 25!  

This interview was conducted by Scott 
Remer (PC ’16) and transcribed by Nathan 
Ewing-Crystal (CC ’19).

MARGINS: OK, so the first question is: 

How did you become involved in leftist politics? 

What’s the story behind that?

SUNKARA: Well, I became interested in socialist  

politics in 6th or 7th grade. I read Animal Farm, 1984, 

and the rest of those anti-communist works they dis-

tribute in middle school, but I drew maybe different 

conclusions from them. I was attracted to the figure of 

Leon Trotsky; I read the Isaac Deutscher Trotsky tril-

ogy, and a bunch of Trotsky’s other works from there. 

And then I was also involved in basic anti-war activism 

and other more liberal-ish, broader fronts, but I com-

bined that with a theoretical interest in the history of 

the Russian Revolution, the Spanish Civil War, a lot of 

those other people. I started to learn auto-didactically 

about them. And by the time I was maybe seventeen or 

so, I joined the local Democratic Socialists of America. 

I wasn’t terribly active, but I put in occasional work 

and went to their meetings for a year or so. Then I went 

to college and was involved in a progressive student 

union and other campus-based, broadly Left groups. 

But generally I found that the terrains of those  
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campuses were a mix of people who were essen-
tially liberals engaging in pretty good struggles. 
There was a drive to unionize the Sodexo [a 
multinational food services corporation] workers 
on campus, and other things like that. And then 
also people who were born into the ultra-leftist 
scene, especially in DC, because they have the 
IMF and the World Bank there, so there were a lot 
of people whose only engagements in politics were 
the semi-annual ritual of protesting the IMF and 
World Bank, which is perfectly good in itself, but 
there wasn’t a lot of room for socialist thought. I 
thought socialist ideas were still the best way to 
marry not only radical opposition to the status 
quo but also a sense of transition, a sense of how 
do you organize in the long term and build those 
forms of coalition that achieve something actual. 
So I thought it was a way to neither compromise 
a radical position nor have it pushed off to the 
distant future. Basically, I started Jacobin in 2010, 
as an online publication at first, and I started a 
print edition at the end of 2010 that drew from 
this premise that there was still real room and 
there would be a lot of interest in socialist ideas 
and there just needs to be some form to articulate 
them, especially to a new generation, because we 
had a lot of publications that already existed, but 
they were born out of the ‘50s and ‘60s really, and 
there was a generational gap where in the ‘80s and 
‘90s you didn’t really see the emergence of many 
explicitly socialist publications or publications from 
a Marxist background at all. I thought there was 
room for a publication that would embody the best 
of the old Left.

MARGINS: A question that arises from that is, you 
mentioned Animal Farm and some other books  
that got you thinking about socialism, but are there any 
books in particular that have been touchstones for you 
in terms of socialist politics and thinking about  
the world?

SUNKARA: To start with, I politicized myself 
in the tradition that was intellectually rooted in 
Trotsky and Trotskyism without ever becoming a 
Trotskyist, so I would say that the real touchstones 

were Leon Trotsky’s The Russian Revolution, the 
Isaac Deutscher trilogy, and then of course I was 
also interested in other periods and movements 
as well. Lucio Magri, who was the editor of Il 
Manifesto, was definitely an early influence; also 
Ralph Miliband, who was the editor, for a long 
time, of the Socialist Register — I think he articu-
lated a politics that was very much still radical and 
socialist and revolutionary in a way but was not 
classically Leninist. I think that describes a lot of 
the outlook of Jacobin, which is very favorable to 
the political heritage of Lenin and the Bolsheviks 
without being Leninist, thinking about what’s 
useful in the tradition and what’s not, and what’s 
relevant in the twenty-first century in capitalist 
countries and what’s not. And I think he handled 
that very well. And of course Michael Harrington, 
who was a long-time leader of Democratic 
Socialists of America, was someone who — we have 
a lot of political differences. For example, he was 
very much oriented towards taking the existing 
people in leadership and just pushing them to go 
left on certain things, also working with the left 
wing of the Democratic Party to try to realign  
the Democratic Party, on a different basis, as a 
more traditional European-style socialist demo-
cratic party, structured similar to the labor move-
ment. Whereas we think a lot of that project is 
kind of dead, and maybe didn’t even make sense 
at the time, so we have more critiques of that in 
favor of the old idea that we need to build towards 
a more independent political action outside the 
Democratic Party even if, practically, it doesn’t 
make sense, because let’s say — you know, in my 
opinion, something like the Bernie Sanders cam-
paign — but also the more vital issue I think for 
the moment is this idea of sparking or supporting 
rank-and-file activity within the labor movement, 
as opposed to having a strategy that orients your-
self towards just electing different leaderships that 
don’t actually structurally change anything in the 
political movement. So that’s two things where we 
break politically with Harrington, but he was a very 
underrated popularizer and sensitizer of Marx’s 
ideas. And he’s a great, great stylist too. So those 
are some of the influences.
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MARGINS: This is maybe a difficult question, but do 
you have a personal definition of socialism, and what is 
it in particular about socialist ideas that attracts you? 
What do you think the ultimate goal of socialism is?

SUNKARA: I think that should be a very easy 
question for any socialist to answer. I would say 
that socialism is the extension of democracy — the 
deepening of democracy from just the political 
realm where it exists now, and the extension of it 
into the social and economic ones as well. So we 
envision a society in which huge chunks of the 
economy are de-commodified. In other words, 
things that now are bought and sold on the  
market — things like housing, education, and so 
on would belong to people as social rights. But 
even more than that, we imagine a great amount of 
worker participation in the economy in the form of 
social ownership of factories and workplaces and a 
democratic say over the processes that seem so big
 and control our lives, but in 
effect are essentially just all the 
result of human activity and 
labor. So we want to put as 
much of that as possible under 
conscious human control for the 
benefit of the vast majority. So 
for me, the old classic socialist 
conception in the twentieth  
century that socialism is the
abolition of exploitation, person  
by person; I think that still very much is my con-
ception of what a socialist society would look like. 
There wouldn’t be an owning capitalist class, 
there would just be producers running society for 
themselves and their own interest, and we would 
still have lots of political, complex decisions that 
would need to be made, so we would still need a 
state, we would still need various mechanisms to 
mediate differences, because obviously, differences 
aren’t just class differences. Like, if we’re trying to 
figure out how to cross the Hudson River, I want to 
build a tunnel, you want to build a bridge, there’s 
various interests at play, to decide which one is 
preferable, we would still need a state to mediate. 
So I’m not particularly certain that the state can 

ever fully wither away, like full communism. But 
Corey Robin’s formula, which I kind of like, is that 
socialism is turning all the excruciating hardship 
and misery that exists on the planet into just  
ordinary unhappiness. That’s kind of how I envi-
sion it; there will still be lots of alienation, and 
things wrong with the world and heartache and 
anger, but it will be a society where human needs 
are met and there will be traditions of abundance 
and prosperity and peace — people can actually 
reach their full potential.

MARGINS: Well put. Switching gears a little bit,  
I’d like to talk about what it’s been like running 
Jacobin for you. I’m wondering, what’s your typical 
day like? Is there a typical day? And if so, what’s  
the routine?

SUNKARA: I normally get up around 7 or 7:30, 
check my email, we prep one piece in the morning 
at 9 A.M., so depending on if Shawn Gude, our 

associate editor is sleeping in, I’m in charge of the
morning. I’ll do that; if he’s up and working early, 
then I can only take a back seat and just help him 
come up with the headline or whatever. So our 
first piece we have to release at 9, and then nor-
mally after that, I head to the office. It’s a mix of 
days; some days I’m doing work on the same stuff, 
some days more editorial, some days I have meet-
ings, but generally it’s pretty much like — maybe 
in total, because I’m responding to emails almost 
every waking hour when I’m out with friends, I’d 
say it’s like maybe 11 hours a day on the weekdays, 
and then maybe 4 – 5 on the weekends. So it’s a lot 
of stuff, but it’s a variety of tasks and also I get to 
generally prioritize what I want to do at any

That’s kind of how I envision it; there will still 
be lots of alienation, and things wrong with 

the world and heartache and anger, but it will 
be a society where human needs are met and 

there will be traditions of abundance and 
prosperity and peace — people can actually 

reach their full potential. 
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particular moment. It’s pretty good; I feel 
like I’m on the path toward something every day.

MARGINS: Is there a favorite part of your job? Is 
there a particular activity that you enjoy the most?

SUNKARA: I like thinking about the business side 
and development as opposed to just editorial stuff, 
partially because I think there’s a lot of people 
who are capable of writing pieces and researching 
them and taking time to spin ideas, and of course, 
I am as well, and I often do that — but I don’t think 
there’s a lot of people, especially on the Left, that 
pay a lot of attention to long-term ideas, making 
sure the numbers add up and you’re not losing 
money, and also thinking about the long-term 
plans to develop and grow something. I guess that’s 
the stuff that I seem to enjoy — figuring out prob-
lems which can often be solved by just new ideas 
about how to bring in revenue, thinking about how 
to use a finite amount of resources to get as many 
pieces as possible; right now, we’re putting out like 
15 to 20 pieces a week, which is pretty incredible, 
given how small our staff is. We’re punching above 

our weight, and figuring out how to do that is, to 
me, the best part.

MARGINS: Has it been relatively easy getting fund-
ing? Or has it been pretty difficult to make sure that 
you get enough revenue coming in?

SUNKARA: Basically, we’re funded almost entirely 
by subscriptions. So it’s always a challenge, but 
we’re at the point where we have over ten thou-
sand [subscribers], so we have a stable stream of 
money — over $250,000 coming in per year from 
just subscription revenue. And then we can get 
maybe another $40,000 to $50,000 from dona-
tions. Obviously, it’s a grind, but the main thing is 
that, in pursuit of more subscribers, what we do 
is put out more pieces and cover more topics and 
build a larger and larger readership. So what we’re 
doing to get more subscribers is the mission of 
the magazine, and this is different from if we were 
chasing donations and grants primarily. Because 
in that case, writing a grant or trying to woo some 
donor isn’t the mission of the publication, and 
time spent doing that is time that could be spent in 
other directions, if that makes sense. So I think that 
approach of just being driven by subscriptions and 
putting out lots of online pieces to get those  
subscribers is very much in sync with what we’re 
trying to do as a publication. And there are many 
ways to avoid relying on big donors. I think we 
found one, but, you know, Stalin used to rob banks 
with the Bolsheviks — that’s another one. We hav-
en’t yet contrived that strategy, but maybe we will 
in the future. [laughs]

MARGINS: Have there been any surprises as you’ve 
been getting the magazine up and running? Was there 
something that you didn’t anticipate going in when you 
were founding it that you discovered along the way?

SUNKARA: Yeah, I think our growth has  
actually been a little bit faster than I expected. I 
actually thought there was a need for the publi-
cation, that it would do well, but the fact that this 
most recent publication should be getting two 
million page views, which translates to 600,000, 
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700,000 plus unique visitors every month is sur-
prising to me. But I think it shows people’s comfort 
with socialist ideas now, and this discourse and 
language; even if they’re not likely to subscribe to it 
or if they still are cynical about its political pros-
pects in the future, they think it’s valuable enough 
to engage with. So there’s people on the liberal Left 
that through Jacobin have been exposed to the idea 
of socialism for the first time. And that’s entirely 
our goal. And at the same time, we still have our 
core base of support, many of them who are on the 
existing socialist Left. So it’s interesting, for me, the 
way we have been able to both reach out and start 
bringing in these people who are on the liberal Left 
but otherwise pretty unpoliticized, while still being 
of value to people who have been having these 
debates for a long time. I think our coverageof the 
situation is a good example of coverage that now is 
being picked up in places like the Financial Times, 
while at the same time facilitating an important 
debate not only among the American Left on these 
issues, but on the Greek Left itself. We have leading 
members of the Left and others debating leader-
ship figures in the publication. So it’s nice to see 
that there haven’t been too many tradeoffs in  
that direction.

MARGINS: Looking to the future, do you think the 
future looks bright for Jacobin and the Left in general 
in America?

SUNKARA: Well, I think one should separate the 
two, in that it’s a country of 330 million people and 
even beyond that, that maybe forty percent  
or more of our audience is overseas anyway. It’s 
a big world, and the Internet is a way to make it 
smaller. So the fact that I think that Jacobin within 
the next couple years will reach a circulation of 
well over 25 to 30 thousand doesn’t actually signal 
much of anything if you think about it, because, 
like I said, it’s a very large country, and things are 
still on the levels of niche, not very large for a polit-
ical journal, especially a new one, especially  
a socialist one. I don’t think it signifies all too much 
in itself. I think that people are discontented with 
the status quo, and that doesn’t necessarily mean 

that will lead to some sort of alternative to it, much 
less that that alternative will be a pleasant one. But 
I do think there’s a political opening for the Left, 
and I do think it’ll be up to us and also some good 
fortune whether or not we can exploit it. The rum-
blings on public sector workers in the last few years 
have been promising; Black Lives Matter and other 
social movements have emerged, which, I think, 
are extremely promising in that you can see the 
Left proactively engaging with them and organizing 
with these movements. And all of these things are 
promising, but overall, the level of social struggle  
is still small, and rebuilding the Left and these 
movements will be a long, many, many year strug-
gle. But I’m overall pretty optimistic, although 
nothing is pre-ordained.

MARGINS: And are there particular issues that you 
would identify as being most important for the Left to 
tackle at this historical juncture?

SUNKARA: Yeah, I think Jacobin in particular has 
been pretty weak on covering the environment. 
We have several really standout, stellar pieces, 
but given the scope of the crisis, and also the 
real inability to get mainstream bourgeois  soci-
ety — governments and leaders — to tackle this 
crisis, it really is important for the Left to give 
them an analysis that takes seriously the threat 
of climate change without adopting catastrophic 
views that basically sends us the message “every-
thing is lost already,” or on the other extreme that 
nothing’s wrong, or on the other extreme of that 
to tell working-class people that they need to deal 
with the climate change crisis by cutting their 
own personal consumption, so essentially a green 
austerity agenda. I think the Left needs to present 
an alternative that is forward-looking and turns 
the climate crisis from an apolitical, technocratic 
issue into a class issue, which is that the exploiting 
classes are the ones that are really polluting and are 
not investing in the right types of technologies that 
can actually get us out of the crisis, and also that 
there’s not enough political will in those quarters 
to actually solve things at the moment. So I think 
that’s something we should cover more, something
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I think the Left should focus on, and something  
I hope to cover a bit more in future publications. 
And I think that’s key. Besides that, I think Jacobin 
should be helping to publish a theoretical journal 
which I’ll hopefully deal with. A lot of the ideas 
which can be expressed in the publication, for a 
slightly different audience in much longer form. 
I think things like that are really necessary — hav-
ing a combination of media where some of them 
are going to be very much day-to-day and move-
ment-based and some of them are going to be 
theoretical. Jacobin tries to meld the two forms, but 
I think there’s really room for lots of different pub-
lications, media, more of a concentration of things 
happening on the Left. That’s maybe my one dis-
appointment about Jacobin, that so far we haven’t 
inspired any real other publications. I hope that in 
the same way that publications like Partisan Review 
and New Left Review inspired a bunch of offshoots 
at various points, Jacobin will one day do that too.

MARGINS: Maybe a final question — what advice, if 
any, do you have for current college students who are 
trying to get involved with left-wing writing and politics? 
Is there anything that you would recommend doing?

SUNKARA: I would recommend learning very 
rigorously in the tradition and starting with the 
basics — read Marx, read Trotsky, read Lenin, read 
Luxemburg, and then from there, from that strong
foundation, I would branch out to more contempo-
rary things. In other words, I think it’s really 
important that the Left has a strong theoretical and
political base, and from that point, becomes non- 

sectarian out of choice — in other words, not 
being a non-sectarian because people are ignorant 
of the history and debates, if that makes sense.
I think fundamentally, the Marxist intellectual 
roots are extremely important because actually 
having a conception of socialism that is rooted 
in what’s essentially what all Marxists — all these 
people I’ve mentioned like Luxemburg and 
Lenin — believe, which is a moral and ethical cri-
tique of capitalism and preaching of a different sort 
of society. In other words, I think that we need  
to have in our soul a real moral and ethical social-
ist critique and some conception of socialism but 
also have some sort of theoretical foundation, and 
from that standpoint, then we can engage a lot 
with our thoughts and critique whether we’re right 
and wrong. But when people say for example that 
Marx’s writings are Eurocentric, or various cri-
tiques like that, it becomes very difficult to respond 
if you haven’t actually read Marx. So I would start 
with that basis and go from there.

 

In other words, I think that we need to have in 
our soul a real moral and ethical socialist cri-
tique and some conception of socialism but 
also have some sort of theoretical foundation, 
and from that standpoint, then we can engage 
a lot with our thoughts and critique whether 
we’re right and wrong. 
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STUFF WE DID
This semester, Margins hosted several talks and events. On October 
27, we invited Professor Joe Schwartz, vice-chair of the Democratic 
Socialists of America, to give a talk called “The ‘S’ Word: Sanders and  
Socialism,” which examined the significance of the Sanders campaign 
in the context of American neoliberalism.

 Joe Schwartz, a poli sci professor at Temple University, discussing democratic socialism. 
Credit: Nick Girard, ES ‘19

We also invited Fred Magdoff, a professor emeritus of soil science at 
the University of Vermont, to discuss the interaction between contem-
porary economics and the environment in “Capitalism and the Climate 
Change Crisis” on November 5. 

Fred Magdoff arguing that capitalism is the root cause of global warming. 
Credit: Nick Girard, ES ‘19

Colophon
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On November 16, Margins co-hosted an event with the Yale College 
Democrats and Yale Students for Bernie in which we discussed pol-
icy and practice with Stephanie Kelton, chief economist on the US 
Senate Budget Committee and Sanders’ primary economic advisor.  

Margins was also delighted to host a number of scintillating so-
cial events, including primary debate watch parties, an evening soi-
ree, and an unforgettable excursion to Toad’s Place on Harvard-Yale 
weekend (and indeed many nights prior).

In the spring semester, Margins is planning on hosting Professor 
Christopher Phelps, University of Nottingham, co-author of Radicals 
in America, for a Pierson College Tea. We’re also planning on hosting 
Dr. Jill Stein, Green Party 2016 U.S. Presidential candidate, for a talk 
and meet-and-greet, and we will be sending a contingent of Margins 
members to participate in the Democratic Socialists of America’s 
Young Democratic Socialists conference in February. Please contact 
us if you’d like to be involved.

MARGINS OF ERROR: 

CORRECTIONS FROM THE LAST ISSUE

In her article from the spring 2015 issue, “Naked in the Met,” Hannah 
Friedman wrote the following: “Despite this, every professional the 
Dramat hired over the past two years has been a man, with the  
exception of costume designers and choreographers (costume design 
is one of the fields traditionally dominated by women).”

However, assuming the past two years to be the 2013 – 2014 sea-
son and 2014 – 2015 season, she neglected to mention two additional 
female professionals. Parade, the 2013 Fall Mainstage, had a female 
director. A Midsummer Night’s Dream, the 2014 Spring Mainstage, 
had a female lighting designer.

Less notably, the meeting that Hannah refers to in her piece as 
“the Short list meeting” is actually called the “long list meeting” (as 
it is the meeting where the Dramat narrows the long list down to a 
medium list, as she correctly identifies).

– Henry Tisch, president of the Yale Dramat, DC ‘16 
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